TWO OLD FOOLS IN TURMOIL
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Two Old Fools in
Turmoil
is the fifth book
in the
Old Fools series.

Victoria Twead is the New York Times bestselling author of
Chickens, Mules and Two Old Fools and the subsequent books in
the Old Fools series.
After living in a remote mountain village in Spain for 11 years,
and owning probably the most dangerous cockerel in Europe,
Victoria and Joe retired to Australia where another joyous lifechapter has begun.
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The Enchanted Pool
“While the villagers hid from the sun, Joe and I drove out of
the valley to a neighbouring small town where the cool,
sparkling, public pool awaited us. We loved it. Only mad dogs
and Englishmen go out in the midday sun so we often had the
pool to ourselves until later in the afternoon.”

“A waterfall cascaded
down the mountain
slope alongside the
pool, fed by warm
natural springs.”
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The Spanish Royal Family
“¡Madre mía!” exclaimed
Carmen, her double chins
shaking. “When Prime
Minister Rajoy called that
emergency press
conference, we didn’t
expect King Juan Carlos to
step down.”
“Pah!” shouted Paco. “He
was a good king! Exactly what we needed after that bastardo
Franco.”
“Paco!” chided his wife. “We have company.”
“Pah, Joe and Veeky know what kind of a man Franco was! But Juan
Carlos is only 76 years old, he did not need to step down.”
“It’s a shock,” agreed Carmen, “but perhaps it’s time the young
ones took over. Soon Spain will have a new king and queen in Felipe
and Letizia.”
Carmen was right. Less than three weeks later, Spain had a new king
and queen.”

Photographs of the Spanish Royal Family from Wikimedia
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Photograph from
Wikimedia
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“The wild fig trees with leaves like giant hands, their fruit ripening in
the sun.”

LJ, the new member of the family
“Looks like this little guy might be joining
our family! He’s a staffy/husky cross, ten
weeks old and was abandoned along with
his brother. He’s coming for a home visit on
Tuesday to see how we all get along.”
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“Felicity, the village cat
who considered our
garden to be her personal
territory, was raising
kittens. We didn’t feed
them regularly because
we didn’t want them to
be dependent on us, but
we left scraps out on
occasion, just to help her
out.”
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“We still have plenty of firewood,” said Joe. “I reckon as we’ll be
away most of the winter, it isn’t worth ordering any more.”

“Joe!”
“What?”
“There’s something
in the stove!”
“Don’t be
ridiculous!””
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“You remember the musical nativity scene we used to have when you were
little? It played Silent Night and you children weren’t allowed to open your
presents until it had finished.”
“Yes! We called it The Dreaded! That tune went on and on for ever. Every
time we thought it had finished, it would play another few bars.”

“Mrs F was my
favourite. Unlike
the other two who
were content to
scratch and cluck
in their run, Mrs F
Chicken dreamed
of a more
glamorous,
exciting life, living
alongside us.”
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“...the hailstones pounded down, snapping off branches, twigs
and leaves in their path.”

“Duck!” said Indy.
“’ere y’are, duckduck!”
She flung a piece of
bread towards it,
but as two-year-olds
are not renowned
for their overarm
throwing ability, the
bread landed just in
front of her shoe.”
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Skink photo from Wikipedia

“An amazing,
prehistoric
creature
squatted in the
sunshine in front
of the Margarets’
run, his long blue
tongue flicking
as he tested the
air.
“What is it?”
“It’s a bluetongue, a kind of
skink.”
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“Cam brought
home a
beautiful tree
and set it up in
the living room.
We all helped
decorate the
tree, then Cam
lifted Indy up to
place the fairy
on the top.”

“Christmas Day was a blur of
kisses, wrapping paper, food,
drink, chatter, sunshine and
laughter. Indy solemnly showed
Noddy every present she opened.”

And Karly was very happy too. As one
of her presents, I’d made her three
Lie-In tokens that she could cash in at
will. I promised to look after Indy
while she and Cam had a few extra
hours in bed.
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“The wallaby was unafraid and allowed
me to come extremely close.”

One of Bandsaw's
favourite sleeping spots,
on Big Teddy's lap.
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“Cam and Karly introduced
them slowly and calmly,
always making sure that
Bandsaw was never in any
danger, and that she had
places to escape to, like
under furniture, should she
need to. They let him sniff
her. He was fascinated, but
her fur stood on end, and she
hissed at him. Undeterred,
he pushed his big face
closer...”
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“No, really.
You’ve done me
a favour, you
started digging it
up for me!”

The flowers in the
garden were
spectacular, and so
were the spiders...
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The Entrance, New South Wales

“We hired a little boat and
chugged around the lagoon
enjoying the sea air and views.”

“In the afternoon, we
watched the pelicans fly
in and congregate on the
purpose built waterfront pelican feeding
platform.”

“Karly made me a Tim Tam
cheesecake as a birthday cake, but I
was relieved she hadn’t tried to
cram sixty candles onto it.”
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“I began the tour in the
living room, pointing out
the woodburner and the
alcove that had been a
bread oven years ago. She
didn’t seem particularly
impressed.”
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“I never grew accustomed
to the empty chicken coop.
Filled with ghosts of
chickens we had loved and
lost, it now served as a
reminder of our uncertain
future.”
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“Our grapes were ripe
and had never looked or
tasted better.”
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Chapter 1
Breaded rolled jamon and cheese
Traditional flamenquines are a slice
of pork, covered with a slice of
jamón, rolled into a tube, breaded
and fried.

Chapter 2
Grilled asparagus with ham and
cheese
For this recipe you can use whichever
type of cheese you prefer, just make
sure that it isn’t too strong and
overpowers the asparagus.

Chapter 3
Tuna with onions
Tuna is a very versatile fish with a
hardier consistency that enables it to
handle strong flavours.
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Chapter 4
Fish with lemon
If you like fish with crispy skin, then
just prepare the sauce separately.
Omit the capers if you wish as they're
not vital.

Chapter 5
Catalan spinach
This is superb with a little blue
cheese crumbled over the top at the
time of serving.

Chapter 6
Murcian Salad
This recipe requires no cooking and is
fast and simple to put together.

Chapter 7
Chorizo and potatoes
Although this recipe is basically
sausage and potatoes, by using good
quality chorizo and a pinch of saffron,
it will taste very authentic.
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Chapter 8
Beef stew
The real trick to this recipe is to cook
it as slowly as possible so that the
cubes of beef are ultra soft and
tender.

Chapter 9
Easy garlic prawns
Gambas Pil Pil is a really simple dish
to make, plus it is extremely fast to
cook.

Chapter 10
Fried goats’ cheese
These are fine on their own as a
starter or a tapa, but you could also
serve them with a leafy salad for a
light lunch.

Chapter 11
Fabulous shellfish stew
This hearty fish stew is great when
you have company. You can do all
your preparation beforehand, and
that leaves you free to spend time
with your guests.
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Chapter 12
Prawns with garlic and lemon
Fresh prawns are always best. Avoid
using frozen peeled prawns if you can
because they will probably be very
watery and need cooking longer.

Chapter 13
Courgette (zucchini) and cheese balls
These are simply courgette and
cheese balls, covered in breadcrumbs
and fried.

Chapter 14
Tim Tam cheesecake bestrecipes.com.au
For those, like me, who hadn’t
encountered Tim Tams before, they
are very similar to the British
chocolate Penguin. I see no reason
why Penguins couldn’t be used
instead.

Chapter 15
Chorizo soup
This warming, filling chorizo soup
recipe is fabulous as a quick lunch, or
if you thicken it slightly and omit the
rice, it works well poured over pasta.
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Chapter 16
Pork and tomato stew
Hailing from Murcia, this stewlike dish
is fantastic served with chunks of
crusty bread and plenty of wine.

Chapter 17
Cinnamon Cookies - allrecipes.com
These cookies taste very similar to
shortbread, and although common in
Spain at Christmas time, they are well
worth making all year round.

Chapter 18
Canarian custard
This dessert is a great option if you
have guests coming because it can be
made well in advance and left to chill
in the fridge until needed.

Chapter 19
Easter treats
Spanish folklore says that these sweet
treats were made by nuns centuries
ago, and they're certainly a great way
to use up day old bread.
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Chapter 20
Aubergine (eggplant) with honey
A really easy recipe, so easy that, as
they say in Spain, "No es moco de
pavo" which directly translates as "It's
not turkey snot”. Yes, you read that
correctly…

Chapter 21
Prawn bites
These montaditos de gambas are
tasty, healthy, and easy to make.
They are ideal for a quick lunch, as
tapas, or as a starter for your dinner
guests.

Chapter 22
Fruity ice
When the temperatures hit 40
degrees celsius in Spain, this easy
granizado recipe makes the heat
easier to handle.

Chapter 23
Spicy minced pork
This recipe is very simple, but to
create the best taste, it does need
plenty of time to marinade and soak
up those flavours.
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Chapter 24
Spiced chicken kebabs
These are wonderful served with pitta
bread and yoghurt sauce. Simply stir
together a teaspoon of chopped mint,
one small tub of natural yoghurt, and
a squirt of lemon juice.

Chapter 25
Pork and chickpea soup
Being stew, this recipe works well
with any meat. Add paprika or a pinch
of crushed chillies for extra heat.

Chapter 26
Nuns’ sighs
If you’d like to tone down the
sweetness of these, sprinkle them
with a little cinnamon or grated dark
chocolate instead of sugar or icing
sugar.

Chapter 27
Figs with honey and cinnamon
Although the recipe suggests the figs
should be served hot, apparently they
can also be chilled and eaten safely
within a couple of days.
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Chapter 28
Toast with salted chocolate
If you have a sweet tooth, you’ll
enjoy this Spanish recipe for tostada.
Of course children love it, and it’s
perfect for adult late night snacks.

Chapter 29
Fried chicken livers
Here’s a handy tip - prick the livers
with a fork before coating to reduce
the spitting in the hot oil.
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